Easy project names

Peter Hutterer
2 hardest problems in computer science

- cache invalidation
- project naming
- off by one errors
languages to the rescue

There are 6500 spoken languages in the world

(according to the first website I clicked on)
the internets to the rescue!

- google translate
- www.indifferentlanguages.com
- etc.
### How to Say Fall In Different Languages

**Saying fall in European Languages**
- Albanian: diésthòj
- Basque: huts
- Belarusian: травёча нягасу
- Bosnian: fall
- Bulgarian: падн
- Catalan: fallar
- Croatian: izzevjeriti
- Czech: selhat
- Danish: svigte
- Dutch: mislukken
- Estonian: ei
- Finnish: käännistä
- French: échouer
- Galician: falla
- German: fehlschlagen
- Greek: έκατακάθησα (apotyncháno)
- Hungarian: nem sikerült

Please find below many ways to say fall in different languages. This is the translation of the word "fall" to over 80 other languages.
but always double-check

You probably don't want to copy Mitsubishi's Pajero mistake.